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Abstract

OpenMusic is an open source environment dedicated to music composition. The core of this environment is a full-featured visual programming language based on Common Lisp and CLOS (Common Lisp Object System) allowing to design processes for the generation or manipulation of musical material. This language can also be used for general purpose visual programming and other (possibly extra-musical) applications.

1 Computer-Aided Composition

OpenMusic (OM) is an environment designed for music composition in the tradition of what is conventionally called computer-aided composition in the contemporary music and computer music research communities [9]. The original purpose of computer-aided composition research was to provide composers with means to develop musical ideas and models using the computer: In this context, creating compositional tools in the form of standard applications, as is the case with most commercial music software, turned out to be too restrictive from a creative point of view. In order to better integrate the artistic thought and give musicians full access to the expressive and computational power of computer tools and formalisms, computer-aided composition environments needed to be more “programmable” and would actually better be programming languages than simple programs.

A number of computer music systems have therefore been developed during the past 20 years, with more or less explicit programming language features [22, 21, 29]. Some of them are open source and quite widely used software [27, 30].

While most “musical programming languages” principally deal with signal processing and sound synthesis, an original approach adopted by the IRCAM Music Representation team in the late 80s had the particularity to focus on symbolic musical structures and processes, that is, on compositional aspects traditionally ignored or carried out outside computer environments [11]. In this context and as far as they relate to formalisation and/or calculus, the design of compositional processes using programming languages and environments allows to better understand, explore and develop these processes than with other traditional or more specific media and applications. Fewer of such “symbolic” programming/computer-aided composition environments exist. Most of them are based on Common Lisp or other Lisp dialects (see for instance [33]).

OpenMusic [12] is one of the few visual programming environments existing to date for symbolic music processing (see also [26]). Initiated in 1997, this open source project derived from the PatchWork environment [25] and constitutes a complete visual language including powerful programming features, mostly inherited and adapted from Common Lisp, its underlying implementation language, and CLOS (Common Lisp Object System [24]).
2 Basic Description

Visual programs in OpenMusic are created in *patch* editors, and are mainly compound of boxes and connections (see Figure 1). Each box represents a functional element in the program: generally, a function (e.g., `om-random`, `repeat-n`, `bpf-sample`,... in Figure 1) or a class factory (boxes generating instances of a given class—e.g. the curve at the top or the score object at the bottom of Figure 1). The contents of the factory boxes can be edited thanks to specific graphical editors like score editors, sound editors, break-points function or 2D/3D editors etc., which leaves a significant freedom to the user regarding the algorithmic vs. manual/intuitive parts of his/her work.

The boxes in OpenMusic visual programs have inputs and outputs (represented by small round inlets and outlets respectively at the top and at the bottom of the box icons) which allow to connect them together: at *evaluation*, a box performs a call to its internal functional reference using the result of the boxes connected to its inputs as parameters (or arguments). A recursive “bottom-up” function call therefore occurs in the visual program graph, which corresponds to the execution of a program in a very similar way as would be interpreted and evaluated a Lisp expression.\(^1\)

The boxes can actually refer either to in-built OpenMusic functions or classes, or to programming elements (functions, programs, classes) designed by the user graphically or in Lisp. A close and transparent relation exists between the visual and underlying text-based programming environments, which makes it possible to use together any kind of element in visual or Lisp programs.

The musical focus of the environment also led the authors to design advanced programming interfaces including a temporal dimension [1]. In the *maquette* (a “temporal” extension of the OpenMusic *patch*), time is considered as a structural dimension in both the visual program layout and execution, which allows to develop compositional processes integrated in an overall temporal context.

3 Visual Programming Features

OpenMusic provides a visual semantics implementing most functional and object-oriented features available in Common Lisp and CLOS. Abstraction, application, iterations and control structures are basics of most modern programming languages, although not always straightforward to represent in a visual language. Recursion, higher-level programming are examples of more advanced concepts also implemented in OpenMusic, which proved to be useful and pertinent in compositional situations and musical problems solving. Implementation details on these programming aspects are given in [19].

Visual object-oriented programming is another specificity of OpenMusic [1]. It is possible to define and instantiate classes graphically, but also to benefit from other CLOS features such as multiple inheritance or generic function and method definition, including multiple dispatch and standard method combination systems. The CLOS meta-object protocol (MOP) is another powerful feature making the basic language elements used in the Lisp program design (functions, methods, classes, etc.) instance of meta-object classes which can be manipulated, modified or extended at runtime by the same programs. The OpenMusic visual MOP described in [3] is an original extension of this system to the visual programming language.

The programming features and possibilities mentioned in this section often go far beyond the use of music composers, and extend the scope of the environment to a general new approach to programming using graphical interfaces.

\(^1\)The execution model in OpenMusic is called “demand-driven”, as opposed to the “data-driven” model generally implemented in similar visual (graph-based) programming languages.
4 A Platform for Computer Music Research

Research in varied computer music areas have been carried out in or using OpenMusic, generally in the context of Master’s or PhD theses, or in other types of institutional projects. Music notation and editors [17], quantification and representation of rhythmic structures [23, 5], style modeling and pattern recognition [10, 28], constraint programming and solving systems [31, 34] or sound synthesis and representation in music [6, 14] are example of such areas and projects. OpenMusic is also an important platform for computer-aided music analysis, allowing to carry out experiments and modeling processes leading to a new conception of “computational musicology” [8, 7, 2].

The output of these projects, as well as other more specific works carried out by composers, are generally integrated in the OpenMusic environment or made available to the user community as external, dynamically loadable libraries.

The latest developments in OpenMusic particularly aimed to extend the scope of its applications toward signal processing, for instance with a number of new libraries and tools dedicated to sound analysis, synthesis, and to the manipulation of audio and other low-level description data using the symbolic visual programming framework [16, 13, 18]. Spatial sound and the conception of new ways to represent and generate sound in space and/or using spatial rendering technologies is another currently active area of research and development in the environment [32, 20].

Different works have also been carried out using OpenMusic for extra-musical purposes. A recent example is the Pixels project, a library for the generation and processing of pixel arrays combined algorithmically to create pictures and graphics (see Figure 2).

5 Applications and Users

The references provided in the previous section aim to illustrate the diversity of applications of OpenMusic in computer music research. The OM Composer’s Books [4] can provide a relatively complete and rich overview of real musical applications of the visual programming environment by composers.

OpenMusic is taught in composition classes in many different institutions around the world, such as the national conservatoires of Paris (CNSMDP) or Lyon in France, but also different Musikhochschulen in Germany (Stuttgart, Berlin) and universities in North America (Departments of Music in Columbia, Harvard, Stanford universities, UC San Diego, Université de Montréal, McGill University...) It is also used as a support in computer music or visual programming classes and workshops given at IRCAM or in several Master’s program in French universities.

OpenMusic was also used as underlying kernel for the design and development of Musique Lab 2 [15], an environment dedicated to music education now used and distributed by the French Ministry of Education.

2Pixels has been developed and used for Skyline, by Shanta Rao (installation with computer-generated video, Belleville Biennale / Nuit Blanche, Paris, 2010).
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APPENDIX

A. Build and Compilation

OpenMusic is a Lisp-based system which requires an underlying runtime Lisp environment. It currently uses the LispWorks\textsuperscript{3} Common Lisp implementation, which provides good graphical and GUI toolkits on which most of the low-level graphical aspects of the visual language rely.

The OpenMusic package therefore contains a pre-built executable running on MacOS X or Windows operating systems, \textit{and} the Lisp sources of the software. These sources can easily be loaded in LispWorks (a free—limited—personal edition is available on the LispWorks website). All instructions are detailed in the OpenMusic webpage.\textsuperscript{4}

This is generally not necessary, though, since OpenMusic itself embeds a Lisp interpreter and interface, so that is is possible to edit, (re)load and evaluate the sources or additional Lisp code and commands from within the running environment.

The limitations of using the OpenMusic in-built Lisp rather than LispWorks are the impossibility to generate and pack a new executable image, to compile Lisp files (they are only \textit{evaluated}, hence the code is generally less efficient) and the absence of the LispWorks IDE tools. The OpenMusic executable, on the other hand, is easier to launch and to use for standard (non-programmer) users.

B. Licence and Distribution

OpenMusic is an open source project which sources are distributed under the GNU Public License (GPL). They can be downloaded from the OpenMusic website and are also distributed with the software itself. Making the sources available was for us an opportunity to raise collaborations and contributions, principally for the realization of specialized packages or libraries. As mentioned in this paper, OpenMusic modules are linked to the distributed sources so that it is possible to track and edit them and therefore to dynamically modify or extend the environment.

IRCAM owns professional LispWorks licenses, which allows us to build and distribute a compiled and packed application to the OpenMusic users. Since the beginning of this year, this released application is available for free and can also be downloaded from the website,\textsuperscript{5} which we hope will consolidate and develop our user community.

IRCAM also commercially distributes a set of specialized external libraries for OpenMusic.

C. Documentation

A set of documentation resources for OpenMusic is maintained and published online. This documentation features a user manual, a quick-start tutorial including a series of videos, tutorials and a number of additional resources. All pages and documents of interest are accessible from the OpenMusic website.\textsuperscript{6}

A developer documentation also allows programmers to get into the OpenMusic architecture and provides the basics of programming in the environment.

\textsuperscript{3}http://www.lispworks.com
\textsuperscript{4}http://repmus.ircam.fr/openmusic/sources
\textsuperscript{5}http://repmus.ircam.fr/openmusic/download
\textsuperscript{6}http://repmus.ircam.fr/openmusic/documents